
 

 

 #6 
Stranded Colour Work

Bind off 
Securing the live stitches 
and creates a nice 
finished edge so the 
work will not unravel. 

Cast on 
Creating the initial 
stitches that you will use 
to make your cowl. 

Knit s6tch 
The basic stitch, 
indicated with a “k” in 
patterns. 

GLOSSARY



Pattern 
Note: while working with one colour, the other colour will always be carried along the 
wrong side, creating “floats." 
When changing colours, drop the first colour. Your new yarn colour will come under the 
this, trapping the first under the stitch.This will help hold it in place. Be careful not to pull 
too tight. 

Video Tutorial  (Colour Change for Knit 1:15. Colour Change for Purl 3:30) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5xkH4H9GZ8 

Cast on 46 stitches using colour 2. 
Knit 2 rows in colour 2 

R1  
p2 colour 2, 
*k7 in colour 2, k7 in colour 3* repeat this two more times 
p2 in colour 2 

R2   
k2 in colour 2 
*p7 in colour 2, p7 in colour 3* repeat this two more times k2 in colour 2 

Repeat rows 1 and 2 three more times (8 rows total) 

R3   
p2 in colour 2 
*k7 in colour 3, k7 colour 2* repeat this two more times  
p2 in colour 2 

R4   
k2 in colour 2  
*p7 in colour 3, p7 in colour 2* repeat this two more times  
k2 in colour 2 

Repeat rows 3 and 4 three more times (8 rows total) 

Repeat rows 1-4 two more times (6 blocks total) 

Knit 2 rows with colour 2 

Bind off to last stitch 
Use yarn needle to weave in ends 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5xkH4H9GZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5xkH4H9GZ8


 

 

The most common mistake for new knitters is to make the cast on row way too tight. It seems intuitive 
that tight stitches mean neat knitting, but this is actually not the case! Your knitting will look neat as long 
as each stitch has the same tension.  

You want your cast on row (and every row after that) to be snug enough that the stitches aren’t dangling, 
but still loose enough that you can slide them along the needle fairly easily.

NOTE

CAST ON 

• Create a slip knot, leaving a tail ~3” long, 
and fit it snugly on the left needle. 

• Insert the right needle from front to back 
under the left needle and through the front 
loop of the slip knot. 

• Bring the working yarn (the yarn attached 
to the yarn ball) under, around, then over 
the tip of the right needle. 

• With the point of the right needle, draw the 
yarn through the stitch on the left needle 
to create a new loop over the right needle. 

• Slide the tip of the left needle into the back 
of the new stitch, and remove the right 
needle. 

• Pull working yarn gently to have the new 
stitch fit snugly (but not tightly) on the left 
needle. 

• Repeat this until there are 45 stitches on 
the left needle (including the slip knot), 
and place stitch marker at the end. 

VIDEO TUTORIAL  Knit Me Ca Youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8G5C8XXGs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8G5C8XXGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8G5C8XXGs


 

VIDEO TUTORIAL - Knit Me Ca Youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiyYb9Vsoho&t=47s

How to Make the Knit Stitch 
• Start with the working yarn (the yarn attached to the ball) held to the back of 

the needles. 
• Insert the right needle from front to back under the left needle and through 

the front loop of the stitch. 
• Bring the working yarn under, around, then over the tip of the right needle. 
• With the point of the right needle, draw the yarn through the stitch on the left 

needle to create a new loop over the right needle. 
• Slide the stitch off the left needle, and let it drop. This should leave the new 

stitch on the right needle. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiyYb9Vsoho&t=47s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiyYb9Vsoho&t=47s


 

How to Make the Purl S5tch 

• Start with the working yarn (the yarn attached to the ball) held to the front of 
the needles. 

• Insert the right needle from back to front under the left needle and through 
the front loop of the stitch. 

• Bring the working yarn over, around, then under the tip of the right needle. 
• With the point of the right needle, draw the yarn through the stitch on the left 

needle to create a new loop over the right needle. 
• Slide the stitch off the left needle, and let it drop. This should leave the new 

stitch on the right needle. 
• Gently tug the working yarn to keep the new stitch snug (but not tight).



 
Adding a New Ball of Yarn/Changing Colours 

VIDEO TUTORIAL - Knit Me Ca Youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkxtVFQVHGY

Carrying Your Yarn 

VIDEO TUTORIAL - Knit Me Ca Youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcMiKm564_8&t=4s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcMiKm564_8&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkxtVFQVHGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcMiKm564_8&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkxtVFQVHGY


It’s extremely common for new kni@ers to bind off too 6ghtly. If you keep your bind off the same 
tension as your kniEng (or even slightly looser), it will give your piece a nice clean finish.

NOTE

How to Make the Simple Bind Off 
• Knit two stitches. 
• Insert the tip of the left needle into the front of the first stitch you knit. 
• Gently lift the first stitch over the second stitch, and drop it off the tip of the right 

needle. There should now only be one stitch left on your right needle. 
• Knit the next stitch, and repeat the process. 
• Continue until you have one stitch left. 
• Draw the tail of the yarn through the last loop, and pull closed. 


